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COBURN'S DAHLIA BOOK

1937

EASTWOOD DAHLIA GARDENS
James F. Coburn
2297 Coolidge Ave. Akron, Ohio
We take pleasure in presenting this fine line of Modern Dahlias. Many are imported from other countries. Our stock is field grown without forcing which assures the very best quality for either exhibition or field production. Each year we remove the rogues which have not grown so well and only offer to you those varieties that have proven reliable. It is our policy to give our customers the very best dahlias possible. We have had a good year in 1936 and hope to continue so in 1937.

GENERAL TERMS OF SALE—
The prices quoted are for first class quality stock only. Every order placed with us must be as represented. Orders filled in rotation. Roots or plants received from us are guaranteed to be in good growing condition at time of delivery, true to name, and satisfactory to the buyer. If for any of the foregoing reasons the customer is dissatisfied, the goods may be returned to us and the purchase price refunded or replacements made at the discretion of the purchaser.

SHIPPING CONDITIONS—
All orders shipped F. O. B. Akron, Ohio. We will not be responsible for orders shipped by parcel post during freezing weather. Every precaution is taken to have the goods arrive in a satisfactory condition. Roots will be shipped any time to May 15th. Plants May 1st, to June 15th. Growers outside of the United States of America will secure the necessary permits for the importation of dahlias if needed. No orders sent C.O.D. Please do not send cash through the mails. U. S. Postal Money Orders are safest way to remit.

Our green plants are grown in 3 inch pots or larger under very cool conditions and are hardened off in cool frames ready to keep on growing and give satisfaction. We have shipped from coast to coast with perfect results many times.

ABBREVIATIONS USED—
AMELIA EARHART S. C. —A giant Apricot Buff color, Winner of many prizes.
Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

ALTMARK S. C. —Lavender pink white center.
Plants 50 cents each.

BEARN C. —Winner of the Challenge Cup of the Dutch Dahlia Society, it has long stems beautiful form and color an old Rose Salmon Very rich flowering.
Roots $4.00 Plants $2.00

BALLEGO’S SURPRISE— A cactus formation similar to the variety Frau O’Bracht.
Selected for trial at Wisley, winning a first-class certificate.
Roots $4.00 Plants $2.00

CERISE GIANT S. C. Large cerise red with silver white stripes.
Plants only $2.00

CHARLIE CHAPLIN I. D. —Massive blooms of deep gold shading to bronze center, flowers have great depth and long stiff stems.
A fine exhibition variety. Plants only $1.25

CALIFORNIA IDOL I. D. —Hugh blooms on best of stems. A prize-winner during the past and surely again this season, in giant yellow bloom class. Roots $4.00 Plants $2.00

CORNELIA C. —Coral red with violet glow bronzey center, enormous bloom, long stems.
Plants Only $1.00

CORNELIA BRYCE PINCHOT I. D. —A giant bloom of maroon color on the best of stems heavy foliage, and a robust grower.
Roots $2.00 Plants $1.00

DULCINEA C. —Brilliant reddish crimson
Elegantly formed long stems, of good habits.
Plants Only $1.50

DEUTSCHER TRIUMPH S. C. —Soft lilac on white base, Free flowering with long strong stems. Greatly admired in Germany.
Plants Only .75c

DOROTHY STONE I. D. Deep pink Plants 50c

Dr. JOSEPH SCHEINER S. C. —Soft lilac blended with white very good stems and a robust grower.
Plants Only .50c

DEUTCHE SAAR C. —A seedling of Frau O’Bracht. The large flowers are pale yellow to white broad curled petals, excellent stem and habits.
Roots $1.00
D. B. CRANE I. D. —Giant carmine red tinted Orange. Plants .75c

E. G. BARNES I. D. —Cream at center to pure white. Plants $1.25

ENTRUP’S SULTAN I. D. —Large flowers of carmine red on cane like stems. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

ENTRUP’S MONARCH I. D. —A large bloom white ground suffused with cherry red Plants Only .75c

ELITE GLORY F. D. —Monster flowers bright radiant red. Roots .50c Plants .50c

ELINOR RADELL I. D. —Tall robust grower. and a good garden variety color old rose. Plants Only .50c

FRAU MARIE KIPKE S. C. —Vivid orange tipped yellow, good stems. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

FRAU IDA MANSFIELD Str C. —Deep rich yellow laciniated tips. Plants $1.00

FRAU O’BRACHT C. —Pale primrose flowers good size and very popular a winner in the show room. Roots .50c Plants .50c

FRANK MILLER F. D. —Giant bloom of golden yellow with some blooms showing a tinge of scarlet very good for gardens or exhibitions. Roots .40c or $3.00 per dozen

GOLDEN STANDARD I. C. —Color buff on wonderful stems, Has the good growing habits of its parent Jane Cowl. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

GOLDEN GOOSE F. D. —A golden buff color flowers will average 9 inches in diameter. Roots .50c or $4.00 a dozen.

GIRL of HILLCREST I. D. —Beautiful Autumn shade, good stems robust grower Roots .50c

GOLDEN AGE S. C. —Amber colored orange Plants Only $1.50

HILLCREST MANDRINE I. D. —A giant flower of red and white overlaid with golden yellow. A strong grower. Roots .50c

IRENE M. D. —One of the best Miniatures for exhibition purposes. Color golden yellow Stems perfect, tall grower. Roots .50c

JERSEY’S SOVEREIGN F. D. —Salmon pink. Roots .25c or $2.00 doz.
JERSEY'S DAINTY Str C. —Hugh bloom pure white good stems, by far the best white cactus yet introduced by an American grower. A prize-winner. Roots 75c Plants 50c

JERSEY'S BEACON F. D. —A bright chinese scarlet with a buff reflex producing a two tone effect. Roots 25c

JANE COWL I. D. —Giant blooms of a bronze buff color. Roots .15c or $1.50 a doz.

JEAN TRIMBEE S. C. —Large blooms of Petunia violet good stems easy to grow and insect resistant foliage. Plants 50c

JOSEPHINE Geo S. C. —A true pink. With some petals tipped gold a good keeper and plants always covered with bloom. Plants 40c

JUDGE S. SEABURG I. D. —A blend of white and heliotrope. Plants $1.00

KATHLEEN NORRIS I. D. —One of the best prize-winners of all time. Giant pink blooms on ideal stems. Roots 50c

KING of the BLACKS I. D. —Very dark satiny maroon Roots $1.00 Plants 50c

KURT ENGLEHART F. D. —A larger flower than Jersey's Beauty a rich salmon pink. Excellent cut flower... Plants only .50cents

LILAC GLORY I. C. —Very large bloom of a violet rose color. Plants only .50c

LOIS MARION I. C. —Shrimp pink tall. Roots only .50cents

LEATARE S. C. —A fine two tone variety of glowing red. Yellow tips and extra long stems one of the best. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

LaFEISTER I. D. —Yellow penciled red. Roots .50 cents

LEMONIA I. C. —Giant cactus of lemon yellow color. A fine exhibition variety which has won in a number of shows. Plants $1.00

LAURENTIC I. D. —Giant blooms of satiny pink shading to a lighter pink at the edge. Plants Only .75c

MURPHY'S MASTERPIECE I. D. —A real giant Red dahlia. Plants Only $1.00

MASTODEN S. C. —Another monster from England beautiful shade of apricot. Plants Only .50 cents
MATADOR —A French masterpiece extra large and deep. Color blood red with straw yellow reverse. Fine cut flower. Plants Only .50c

MARY SEGAR C. —Yellow and tall. Roots .50c

MRS. GEO. LeBOUTILLIER I. D.—A giant red and a grand flower. Roots $2.00 Plants $1.00

MAN of WAR I. D. The color is maroon red with an occasional petal showing a streak of gold. Roots $1.50 Plants .75 cents

MONMOUTH QUEEN F. D. —Picric yellow in center with gradual shading to primrose yellow at outer petals. Flowers ten to twelve inches across on long stiff stems. A robust grower. Roots $1.50 Plants .75 cents

MRS. A. B. SEAL S. C. —Pure rich glowing violet rose. Roots .35 cents

MRS. I. D. VER. WARNER F. D. —Lavender pink Roots .15c or $1.50 doz.

MONMOUTH CHAMPION F. D. —An immense Orange flame. Roots .35 cents

MOIE LIMBURG I. D. —Geranium red, shaded orange extra fine. Plants Only $2.00

NATHAN HALE F. D. —Rich Bronze. Roots 15c each or $1.50 per Doz.

NEW GLORY S. C. —Bi-Colored Oxblood red tipped white. Roots 50c

ORIENTAL GLORY I. D. —Deep Orange Plants only 75c

OTTO VON SCHLUMBERGER F. D. —Pure Lilac. Plants 75c

OAKLEY MONARCH F. D. —A clear brilliant cerise red. A good exhibition flower Roots $5.00 Plants $2.50

PASTEL GLOW I. D. —Large flowers of orchid violet suffusion. Ideal habits of growth. Very popular. Plants 75c

PURPLE WONDER I. D. Plants 50c

PINK SPIRAL S. C. —Pink with little yellow at base. Perfect form on long stems. Award of merit in Holland. Root $2.50 Plants $1.25

PAUL PFITZER S. C. —Coppery salmon pink yellow base. Plants only 75c
PRES. T. G. MAZARYK I. D. —Gaint dark red. Perfect stems. Plants only 50c

PRES. MARTOUGIN F. D. —Rust Mauve, large massive flower on erect stems. Plants only 50c

POLICHINELLE STR. C. —A glorious flower of good size borne on ideal stems. Color mauve pink with a creamy centre. Won several first class certificates in France. A profuse bloomer all through the season. Plants $4.00

PETUNIA Inc C. —Winner of the English challenge cup for two seasons in succession beautiful lilac color blooms on long stems. Plants $2.50

ROXBURY'S MYSTERY I. D. Giant show type of unusual color, orange red tipped white. A good one for the show table. Roots $10.00 Plants $5.00

ROXBURY'S IDEAL I. D. —A commercial type of a fine pink color. Extra heavy foliage very dark green and insect resistant. Roots $3.50 Plants $1.75

RENFISCHER S. C. —Salmon and terra cotta. Plants Only .75 cents

RENATE MUELLER I. C. —Salmon pink on light yellow. Plants .75 cents

RODA MIN I. D. —Shrimp pink, fine cut flower. Roots .25 cents

ROSA GIGANTI I. D. —Exquisite clear pink. Plants Only $1.00

SIGNOR S. C. —Large blood red fluffy like a mum. Plants Only .75c

SEVERIN'S TRIUMPH F. D. —A true formal of clear pink. Plants Only $1.00

SUNFLOWER S. C. —Sulphur yellow. Plants 75c

SATAN S. C. —Flaming red and gold. Roots $1.00 Plants .50c

SONNY BOY I. D. —Salmon rose and pink. Roots $1.50 Plants .75 cents

SCHOENE DUESSELDORFERIN A. B. I —Color of exceptional merit being red with white tips. Roots $2.00 Plants $1.00
SHIROKANE Str C. —Blooms of pure white by far the best white catus yet introduced from Japan. You will never regret buying this one. Plants Only $2.00

SCHINTENCHI I. C. —The petals curve all the way to the center of flower, the florets are narrow and completely revolute color is maroon and are about eight inches in size A Japanese novelty. Plants $1.50

THE COMMODORE I. D. —The flowers are immense and pure yellow, size about ten inches or larger. .25 cents each or $2.00 a doz.

STAR of BETHLEHEM S. C. —Hugh pure white with long pointed center. Plants .50c

THOMAS EDISON F. D. —A gorgeous royal purple, large size. Plants .50 cents

TANNENBURG C. —Blood red on yellow gold-en yellow tips. Plants .75 cents

URANUS I. C. —Pinkish lavender. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

WHITE WONDER I. D. —One of the largest white dahlia's in its class. Roots .50c

WHITE DUCHESS F. D. A beautiful white. Roots .75c Plants .50c

WHITE ABUNDANCE I. D. —Great white blooms are borne freely on extremely large vigorous plants. Roots $2.50 Plants $1.25

WHITE LADY C. —Pure white medium size on good stems. A very good one. Plants $2.50

WEISSER HIRSH I. C. —Color white, lacinated tips. Extra fine. Roots $1.50 Plants .75 cents

WEISSER REISE I. D. —A giant pure white dahlia. The champion in Germany the past season. Roots $2.00 Plants $1.00

WASHINGTON GIANT I. D. —Bright lavender streaked silver. Roots $1.50 Plants .75c

ALL POMPONS 20 cents each, or $2.00 per doz.

Amber Queen, Archilles, Cathrine, Joe Fetta, Mary Munns, Nerisse, Snow Clad, Yellow Gem, Prince Charming, Takas Purple, Sunset.
This is all for 1937. There is'nt any more. I will not list anything that will not stack up to my views of what a dahlia should be, in fact I have a lot of new varieties that I intend to scrap, as not being good enough for me to list in this catalogue. My policy is to handle reliable goods only that I can recommend and that will give the utmost in satisfaction to my customers.

JIM COBURN

MEMORANDA